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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objecti yes
The objectives of the study are to define an idealized fuselage
sidewall structure and to construct a simplified analytical model
for determining acoustical transmission from exterior to interior
of a fuselage. The representation _f the sidewall structure
chosen for the analytical model excludes complicating effects
such as cabin pressurization, acoustic transmission through windows
or door seal leaks, aerodynamic excitation and strhctural vibration
excitation of the fuselage skin.
Development of high-lift propulsion system technology has
placed considerable emphasis on sound generation from the stand-
point of noise in airport communities. In contrast, little or
no attention has been _iven to the acoustic near field problems of
acoustic fatigue and airplane interior noise. This inspire of the
fact that potential designs for STOL and VTOL airplanes tend to have
higher thrust-to-weight ratios than conventional take-off and
landing aircraft, and have propulsion systems closer to the fuselage
with exhaust flows sometimes impinging on the airplane structure.
Preliminary studies of acoustic fatigue on VTOL _/ and on flaps of
externally-blown flap systems 2-_-_3/have been conducted recently.
This present report provides an initial step in the investigation
of potential acoustic problem areas associated with interior noise
of STOL airplanes.
1.2 Summary
A survey of current literature indicates that published
information on airplane fuselage sidewall systems and interior
noise levels is minimal. Thus it will be difficult to provide a
thorough validation of any analytical model for •calculation side-
wall noise reduction without obtaining additional data.
-I-
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Published data is useful in determining typical fuselage
construction characteristics and in providing validation of some
items of the analytical model. Thus Section 2 of the report dis-
cusses sidewall designs, damping loss factors and interior acoustic
absorption characteristics. The section also presents an outline
of the structural and excitation models for analytical study.
Conventional sidewall designs consist of a fuselage shell which
is of skln-stringer-frame construction. The trim panels of the
interior compartment form the second wall of the sidewall double-
wall system, and insulation (for thermal and acoustic reasons)
is placed between fuselage skin and trim. Measured damping loss
factors for typical fuselage structures are sparse but indicate
values in the range 0.01 to 0.i. Acoustic absorption data for
the interior relies on published data for individual components
which are similar in design to those used in aircraft.
The structural model chosen for study consists of a double
wall system connected by line supports. The double wall has
curvature in one direction but is assumed to be infinite in
extent in the other direction. Diffuse acoustic plane waves are
used as a representation of the excitation field.
Section 3 presents several fuselage sidewall parameters which
will be used in the formulation of the analytical model. Important
frequencies include the ring and critical frequencies of the
fuselage skin. The fuselage skin is divided into a series of panels
by the stringers and frames, and the lower natural frequencies of
such panels may be important. Application of statistical energy
methods to the acoustic transmission require the determination
of modal densities for the fuselage structure and the acoustical
spaces, and the coupling loss factors for different elements of
the transmission path. These parameters are given in Section 3.
-2-
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The transmission of acoustical energy through the sidewall
can be considered in terms of resonant and non-resonant response.
Resonant response is discussed in Seoti0n 4 add the transmission
path is broken down into four sub-systems for ease of presentation.
The sub-systems are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(c)
external acoustic space "to fuselage skin
acoustical path from skin to interior trim
structural path from skin to interior trlm
trim to interior acoustic space
Section 5 describes the non-resonant transmission and
incorporates the transmission loss and noise reduction concepts
which are familiar in traditional acoustic transmission methods
for infinite structures. In Section 6 the analytical methods
developed An Sections 4 and 5 are compared, where possible, with
existing experimental data for conventional fuselage structures.
The comparison shows reasonably good agreement between theory
and experiment, particularly when it is acknowledged that the
experimental data Is extremely limited !n avallabillty and may
not be directly applicable to the analytical model, and that
the model itself suffers from possible inaccuracies because
of the simplifying assumptions made in the derivation process.
Finally, the analytical model is used in Section 7 to
estimate the noise levels expected in an airplane with a high-
lift propulsion system.
-3-
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AIRPLANE FUSELAGE STRUCTURES
Conventional Sidewall Desi_Ds
The term "fuselage sidewall" will be used in the present
report to identify the system composed of the load-bearlng external
structure, acoustic insulation and interior trim. This total
system, which is essentially a double wall from an acoustic
standpoint, provides the barrier between external acoustic or
aerodynamic pressure fields and the passenger inside the fuse-
lage. Although in many cases the components of the system may be
selected for reasons other than acoustic, they will all have
some influence on the acoustic field within the fuselage.
In an ideal design the acoustic characteristics should be included
in any optimization procedure. However a comprehensive approach
of this type is not possible at the present time because the
analytical tools have not been developed for the acoustic model.
The development of such a model is the subject of this report.
Fuselage structures of current commercial passenger-carrying
airplanes are of the conventional skln-stringer-frame construction.
Studies of new design concepts are currently underway, using
techniques such as adhesive-bondeR shells _/, to reduce the
total weight of the structure. However such structures have
not yet been developed into flight hardware and their use in
future airplane designs has not been fully accepted. Thus for
the present study it is assumed that the fuselage is of con-
ventional design. The choice has two advantages in that the
analysis can be applied to current airplane data for validation
and it can be used to predict the suitability of conventional
structures in overcoming potential noise and vibration problems
forecast for future STOL airplanes.
The skin-stringer-frame design presents the designer with
several possible parametric combinations once the basic fuselage
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diameter has been selected, However the parameters are not all
independent. Skin thickness can be varied but the depth and
pitch of the longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners will
have to be determined appropriately. Local increases in skin
thickness will be necessary near cutouts such as doors and
windows but over large areas the thickness may be constant.
The skin may be single thickness or of double thickness
bonded together in a waffle-type configuration 5'6/.
Longitudinal stiffeners, or stringers, may be bonded
or rivetted to the skin and may be "top-hat", inverted top-hat
or "zee" in cross-sectional shape _/. Circumferential
stiffeners or frames have been used with "zee" or "tee" cross-
sectional shapes 5'7/ and may or may not be attached directly
to the fuselage skin. Direct attachment by rivets is shown in
References 5, 7 and 8, but in one case _/ the direct attachment
is shown only on structures below the windows. In other regions _/
frames are attached by brackets to stringers and do not have
direct contact with the skin. Skin thickness may be increased
in the neighborhood of stiffeners by machining or by bonding
additional strips _/. Various alternative designs are depicted
in Figure i, which is'based on information in Reference 5.
Dimensions reported in the literature 5"7/ show skin
thicknesses in the range 0.039 inch to 0.045 inch, stringer pitches
of 4 - 9.2 inches and frame pitches of 17 - 20 inches. The frame
pitch will be dictated in part by the window pitch selected for
the fuselage design. These dimensions can be taken only as a rough
guide since they do not represent a comprehensive survey of current
designs. There will be considerable variation from design to
design and from location to location on a given design.
The interior trim provides a decorative surface for the
passenger compartments. It has to satisfy requirements for stain
-5-
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resistance, ease of cleaning, and fire resistance. The trim also
provides a protective cover for insulation, air-conditioning ducts,
etc. As a consequence the trim is often constructed from thin
panels which have hard, impervious, surfaces, such as those of
metal or molded glassfiber sheet. The panels are attached to supports
on the fuselage frames.
From an acoustical point of view, trim panels serve two
purposes. Firstly they act as the second wall in a doublewall
system, thereby controlling transmission of sound from exterior
to interior. Seocndly, the acoustic absorption properties play
a role in determining the acoustic reverberant build-up within the
interior compartment.
in practice the dimension of the gap or cavity between the
externa_l °skin and interior trim is determined by the frame depth
required for structural stability. The gap is used for installation
of thermal and acoustic insulation and for items such as airconditioning
ducts 6/- . Insulation is usually in the form of glass-flber blankets
in preformed panels or enclosed in thln-wall bags. The insulation
is located between frames and also provides a cap over the top
of the frames 6/, Glass-fiber blankets are used because of the
good thermal and acoustic characteristics, and because the material
meets fire regulations provided that the correct binder material
Additional materials may be used for acoustical reasons.
Such treatments include damping tape which is apolied to the fuse-
lage skin 6'9'10/, the tape being applied either with or without a
foam layer separating the visco-elastic adhesive from the metal
sheet constraining layer. Also lead-impregnated septa, such as
lead-impregnated vinyl, may be inserted between layers of
insulation_'_'II/._ :
-6-
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The composition of a typical fuselage sidewall II/ utilizing
the components of external skin, insulation and trim is shown in
Figure 2. The figure contains additional items such as windows,
hat racks and airconditioning ducts which introduce additional
complications into the system but the basic double-wall construction
is still apparent.
2.2 Acoustic Characteristics
The main objective of the study is to determine the reduction
in acoustic energy during transmission from exterior to interior.
In traditional acoustic terms this reduction is referred to as the
noise reduction (NR) of the sidewall. The noise reduction is the
net effect of the transmission loss (TL) of skin panel and the
trim, and the acoustic absorption of the wall cavity and the interior
acoustic space. Experimental data for the noise reduction,
transmission loss or interior space absorption are almost non-existent
in the open literature but general trends can be estimated.
Measured transmission losses for an aircraft fuselage skin
alone, and for the sidewall system are given in Reference 12.
Since the transmission loss does not take into account the rever-
berant build-up inside the fuselage it will be larger than the
associated noise reduction. Using the _fansmission loss data 12/
and unpublished data for conventionall airplane structures with
radii in the range I00 inches to 150 inches, the noise reduction
spectrum shown in Figure 3 has been constructed for unpressurized
fuselages which are completely furnished. For the complete fuse-
lage, the external noise source was the propulsion system, which
provides a spatially non-homogeneous pressure field on the fuselage.
At low frequencies below about 200 Hz the noise reduction spectrum
appears to be essentially independent of frequency. However at
higher frequencies the noise reduction of the sidewall increases
at approximately l0 dB per octave.
-7-
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It should be emphasized that the spectrum in Figure 3 is
no more than a rough guide, since it is based on sparse data
under conditions which were not necessarily well controlled.
Acoustic absorption data are not available far typical air-
plane interiors but an estimate of the absorption can be obtained
from published data for similar materials. On this basis an
estimated absorption spectrum is determined in Appendix A and
the resulting values are shown in Figure 4. The figure shows
the predicted spectrum as a probable range of values based on
alternative distributions of absorptive material on the fuselage
sidewall and ceiling trim panels. Such distributions can vary
considerably from one airplane design to another.
2.3 Damping LossFactors for Fuselage Structure
Damping of the structure plays an important role in determining
the skin resonant response to acoustic excitation. Unfortunately
damping loss factors for fuselage structures are not known with
any high degree of confidence and it is possible, in general, to
estimate only typical ranges of values. A short survey of
published information will provide an indication of the damping
loss factors likely to be encountered in practice. The measure-
ments were all made under ambient conditions (i.e. not in vacuo)
and include c0ntributions from acoustlc radiation damping.
However in most circumstances the radiation damping can be
neglected. The main exception to this rule is when data are
obtained from progressive wave ducts. In such cases the acoustic
damping at low frequencies can be high and significantly influence
the data.
Laboratory measurements _3,_14/ of the damping of single panels
show very low loss factors in the range 0.002 to 0.016. When
stiffeners were added the damping loss factors increased to 0.004 to
0.070 _5"16"17/. Similar damping loss factors were measured on bypicai
aircraft structuresg, 8'18/ with values in the range 0.022 to 0.08.
-8-
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Recent measurements by Hay 19--/ on rivetted, welded, etched and
honeycomb panels show a wide variation in loss factors ranging
from 0.004 to 0.15, centered at approximately 0.02. However
since these particular measurements were made in a progressive
wave duct the high loss factors may include significant acoustic
damping contributions.
Empirical relationships have been fitted to the experimental
data !3,17,19/ indicating that the lose factor n is inversely
proportional to frequency f
n = B/f
where 8 has values in the range 1.9_8_7.5- An exception to this
• 17/
trend is shown in some of the data for honeycomb strucZures--
where _ is essentially independent of frequency.
2.4 Analytical Model for Sidewall
The typical fuselage sidewall described in a preceding section
provides numerous paths for acoustic and vibration transmission.
A detailed analysis of all possible paths is outside the scope
of the present study. Thus a simplified model is proposed for
the sidewall. The model will include the fuselage skin, stringer,
frames, insulation and interior trim, but will exclude the compli-
cating effects of windows and doors. The stringers and frames
will be represented as periodically-spaced line supports; the
torsional and bending stiffnesses will be neglected. Fuselage
curvature will be included but the cylinder will be assumed to
be infinite in extent.
In practice the skin and stiffeners will have steady-state
stresses induced by fuselage bending about the wing support and by
fuselage pressurization. These stresses will be neglected. Omission
of the stresses is not too important when acoustic excitation is
-9-
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being considered at take-off and landing conditions, since the
fuselage is not pressurized. However in cruise, when aero-
dynamic excitation such as that due to the turbulent boundary
layer becomes significant, the fuselage will be pressurized and
the static pressure differential will have important influence
on sidewall response. If the analytical model is used to predict
transmission of propulsion system noise through the sidewall during
cruise then the inaccuracies introduced by neglecting pre-stresses
should be recognized
The double-wall sidewall system will assume that skin and trim
are rigidly attached to the frames. This is an adequate representa-
tion of skln-frame Junction, even if the contact is through the
stringer, but will be a poorer representation of the connection
between frame and trim where vibration isolation mounts of some
form may be used. However the characteristics of such mounts are
not known and their inclusion is left for subsequent, more detailed,
analyses. The insulation between fuselage skin and trim is
assumed to be in the form of glass-flber blankets since insluation
of this type is in general use. Additional types of insulation
using damping tape, impervious septa etc. can be included in later
analyses.
An energy flow diagram for the analytical model is shown in
Figure 5. There are two transmission paths, one being structural
via the frames and the other acoustical through the cavity between
the skin and trim panels.
2.5 Analytical Model for Excitation
The present study is considering acoustic excitation of the
fuselage structure, the noise sources being the propulsion system
or the hlgh-lift propulsion system[ Aer0dYnamic excitation such as
impingement of the propulsion system exhaust or turbulent boundary
layer pressure fluctuations are excluded.
-I0-
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As a first approximation the excitation field can be assumed
to consist of a series of acoustic plane waves incident on the
fuselage structure at different angles of incidence. The angles
will be dependent on the relative locations of the effective
sources and the structural region under investigation. For a
given frequency the effective noise source will be distributed
over a finite volume with the consequence that the plane waves
at that frequency will be incident on the fuselage over a
range of values. Thus the response of the fuselage skin panels
to the acoustic excltat_on can be calculated by integration
over the finite solid angle of incidence.
However the process can be simplified with only a small loss
of accuracy. Franken and Lyon 2-_0/have compared estimates of the
vibration of Titan missile skin panels for reverberant and travel-
ing wave acoustic excitation. The results indicate that over most
of the frequency range the differences between the two estimates
are less than i dB. Exceptions occur for the first few modes of
the skin where the estimated response to traveling waves is u_ to
5 dB higher than that for reverberant excitation. Estimates for
spacecraft cylindrical structures 21--/ indicate differences of less
than I dB except near the ring frequency where the difference
between the estimates was about 3 dB. On this basis a reverberant
acoustic field will be assumed for the present study, as a model
for the propulsion sound field on the structure. The model can
be refined, if necessary, in subsequent studies.
-ii-
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3.0 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL PARAMETERS
3.1 Important Frequencies
Two frequencies are important in the present analysis. They
are the ring frequency and the critical frequency associated with
the fuselage skim.
The ring frequency fr is a function of the radius of curvature
of the fuselage and the material of the structure. The frequency is
given by the equation.
cL
fr - 2wR Hz (i)
where R is the fuselage radius and eL is the wave speed for longitudinal
waves in the fuselage structure
CL = P 1 - _2) (2)
In equation (2)
and
E = Young's modules
= Poisson's ratio
P = Mass density of the material.
The ring frequency is the natural frequency of the extensional or
"breathing" mode of vibration 22/ of a complete circular ring whose
thickness in the radial direction is small compared to the radius R.
By the same token it is the assymptotlc value of the natural frequency
for mode of order n = 0, as Lx tends to zero2_ 3/, where L× is the
mR
_ength of the cylinder and m is the mode order in the axial direction.
The ring frequency provides a boundary above which the curvature of
the fuselage may be neglected when considering the vibration
characteristics.
-12-
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Critical frequency f is the lowest frequency at which acoustic
C
coincidence occurs. It is the frequency at which the fiexural wave-
length in a flat plate is equal to the acoustic wavelength, and for
the fuselage skin
2
/_ co
fc = _hCL Hz (3)
where h is the skin thickness and, c
o
in the surrounding space.
is the acoustical velocity
Other frequencies which may enter into consideration are the
natural frequencies of an individual panel of the fuselage skin.
Such a panel may be defined, for example, by adjacent frames and
stringer. The equation for natural frequencies of a rectangular
panel, curved in one direction and having slmply-supported
boundaries, is
+ + Em_ m 2 n 2
- - - + (4)
48(1 - _2)p 4_2R2pL _
Although the fuselage skin panels do not have ideal simply-
supported edges the equation is probably adequate for present
purposes. As an example equation (4) has been used to calculate
natural frequencies of fuselage skin panels described in References
18 and 24. Assuming the circumferential mode order to be unity,
ie n = I, the modal natural frequencies were calculated and plotted
in Figure 6 in terms of the wavelength component kx in the axial
direction. The calculated results are compared with measurements
24/
on an airplane fuselage-- at locations along a panel centerline
where the mode of order n = 1 may be the dominant mode. There is
found to be reasonable agreement between measurement and prediction.
-13-
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3.2 Structural Modal Densities
The resonant response of a cylinder can be considered in
three frequency regimes, with the ring and critical frequencies
forming the regime boundaries. In the frequency range f>fc only
acoustically fast (AF) modes will be present and in the range
f >f>f only acoustically slow (AS) modes occur. However, in the
C r
lowest frequency regime, fr>f, both AF and AS modes will exist.
It is assumed here that fc>fr , a condition which exists in airplane
fuselage structures.
Statistical energy analysis nethods for resonant response
utilize the concept of modal density for the acoustically fast and
slow modes. The modal density equations have been developed for a
cylinder _--_b/-and the results can be summarized here for subsequent
application to the fuselage structure. Denoting the modal densities
for acoustical fast and slow modes by nAF and nAS respectively
nAF = hc L fr > f
= 0 fc > f > fr (5)
:F-_A f > fc
hc L
and
-Z3 
hc L
_A fr > f
hc L
fc > f > fr (6)
-- 0 f > f
C
-14-
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The above expressions are approximate representations for the
modal densities, but the equations are sufficiently accurate for most
problems. More accurate values can be obtained 21/ by use of Figure Z.
3.3 Acoustic Space Modal Densities
The average modal density for an ensemble of different acoustic
spaces with volume V is given by 21/
n(f) = (2_f)2V (7)
_Co_
Equation (7) can be used for both the external and internal acoustic
spaces associated with the airplane fuselage. At first sight the
equation may seem to pose a problem in defining V for the external
acoustic space. However the problem is overcome in the energy flow
equations because of cancellation. Thus the choice of V is arbitrary
for the exterior space.
When the acoustical space is small relative to the acoustical
wavelength, equation (7) is no longer valid. For an acoustical
cavity, of dimension Lc, in a double wall, Price and Crocker 26/
show that the modal density at low frequencies (f<Co/2L c) is given
by
n(f) = 2zfS (8)
7
C o
Where S is the surface area of one of the walls. At higher
frequencies (f>Co/2L c) equation (7) can be used for cavity modal
density.
-15-
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3.4 Couplin$ Loss Factors
The coupling between resonant modes of a vibrating plate and the
resonant modes of an adjacent acoustic space can be described in
terms of a coupling loss factor which can be written in the form
_ DoCo_AF
nAF 2wfph
or (9)
PoCoGAS
hAS - 2nfph
for acoustically fast and slow modes respectively. The parameters
OAF ' OAS are the radiation efflclenc!es for the AF and AS modes
respectively and their values can be obtained 25/ from Figure 8.
For practical purposes OAF can be taken as unity in the
frequency ranges f>fc and f<fr" The radiation efficiency for
acoustically slow modes depends on the frequency ratio f/fc and
on the parameter _ where P is the perimeter of the radiating
panel of area S.
The appropriate value of oAS can be determined by means of Figure 8.
-16-
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4.0 RESONANT RESPONSE
The response of a fuselage structure to acoustic excitation
can be divided into two groups of modes, resonant and non-resonant.
Resonant modes are those with natural frequencies within the band
of excitation and non-resonant modes are those with natural frequencies
outside the excitation band. Each modal group can in turn be sub-
divided into modes which are well coupled with acoustic waves in the
adjacent spaces, and modes which are not well coupled.
In this section the sidewall resonant resoonse equations will
be developed. Non-resonant response will be discussed in Section
5.0.
4.1 Power Balance Equations
The simplified double wall system used in the study is shown
in Figure 9. The figure shows a six-element system, including
exterior and interior acoustic spaces. The energy flow paths, both
resonant and non-resonant, are identified in Figure i0. Resonant
mode coupling between skin panel and trim takes place along two
paths, one path allowing acoustic transmission through the cavity
and the other path having vibration transmission through the frame.
The power flow system shown in Figure i0 can be represented by
a series of simultaneous equations whieh can be written in generalized
form.
-17-
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+ + : 0P2AFdiss P2AF, i P2AF,6
P2ASdiss + P2AS,I + P2AS,6 - 0
+P
2AF,3
+ P2AS,3
P3diss + P3,2AF + P3,2AS + P3,1 + P3,5 + P3,4 = 0
P_AS,5 + P_,3 + P4,6 = 0
P5 4AS + P5 = 0• •3
P6,2AS + P6 4 = 0
P4diss + P4AF, 5 +
Psdiss + P5,4AF +
+ P6 +P6diss ,2AF
(io)
Equation (!0) include non-resonant terms P3,1' P3,5 and P5,3
but these can be put equal to zero when solving for the resonant
response. Terms of the type Pidiss represent dissipation of energy
due to the mechanical damping etc. in the particular element of the
system. Other terms represent net energy flow from one element or
group of modes to another. In some cases the modes are identified
as acoustically fast (AF) or acoustically slow (AS). The presence
of such modes will depend on the frequency band of interest.
Detailed solution of the simultaneous equation is outside the
scope of the present preliminary analysis. Instead• the problem
will be broken down into several comnonents whose solution are more
readily available.
The component solution can then be combined to give an
approximate solution to the overall problem.
The six-element system can be reduced to five elements by the
use of line supports to represent the circumferential frames. Then
the system can be divided into five components for the resonant
and non-resonant response. These are:
-18-
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(a) Resonant transfer from exterior acoustic space
(element l) to fuselage skin (element 2)
(b) Resonant transfer from skin (element 2) to trim
(element 4) via cavity (element 3)
(c) Resonant transfer from skin to trim via line supports
(d) Resonant transfer from trim to interior space (element 5)
(e) Non-resonant transfer from exterior acoustic space to
interior acoustic space.
The first four components systems will be described in Section 4.2
through 4.5 and the non-resonant system will be described in Section
5.0. Energy flow diagrams for the component systems are shown in
Figure ii.
4.2 Exterior Acoustic Space to Fuselage Skin
Power flow equations can be written separately for AF and AS
modes
P2AFdiss + P2AF,I = 0
P2ASdiss + P2AS,I = 0
(ll)
These equations can be rewritten in terms of mean square energy
[E2,AF _ E] :
2wfO2AF E2AF + 2wfn2AF _2AF,I Ln2,AF
Eli2wf112AS E2AS+ 2wfn2AS112AS,ILn2AE2_A_- _II
0
0
(12)
._-19-
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Considering the AF modes, the time averaged vibrational energy
of the fuselage skin is
P2h2S2 (13)
E2A F = (2wf)z <a22>AF
where <a22>AF is the space-time mean square acceleration for the
acoustically fast modes, and S 2 is the panel area. A similar
equation is obtained for the energy in the AS modes. For the
exterior acoustic space the time averaged acoustic energy is
E 1 = V 1 <Pl >
p c
OO
where V 1 is an arbitrary volume and <p12> is the space-time
mean square acoustic pressure.
(14)
Substituting equation (5), (6), (13) and (14) in equation
(12).,. and putting n2A F = n2AS = n2
c T]
<a_>AF, _ 2 Z_ P2 o 2AFt, f > f
<p_> (P2h2)2 2 PoC2 T]2AF,z + n2 c
= 0 fc > f > fr
2 _r_ P2Co
(P2h2)2 2 PoC2
_f h2/fr._ q2AF_ fr f
k_rJ \_c) n2AF,_ + _2 >
> (15)
-20-
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<a_>AS
<p2>
t
- 0
2
(p2h) 2
_w P2Co _2AS 1
_ _
2Po c2 n AS, ,
f > f
C
f > f > f
C r
f > f
r
(]6)
The coupling loss factors are given by
OoCo
n2AF,1 = 2_rfp h (17)
2 2
_ PoCoq2AS
and n2AS, I 2_fp2h2 (18)
P2h2
where O2A S is obtained from Fig. 8, knowing S " In Eqs.
2
(15)-(18) P2'c2" h_ are the density, longitudinal wave velocity
and thickness parameters for the fuselage skin panels.
4.3 Acoustic Transmission Coupling to Trim via Cavit_
The energy flow path from fuselage skin to trim via ti_e
double wall cavity is shown diagrammatically in Figure l](b).
Acoustically fast and slow modes may be present in both the _kin
and trim panels. If both panels are of the same mater_ai the
ring frequencies will be approximately equal. However in general
the critical frequencies will be different for the two _ancls.
are
Power balance equations for the acoustic transmission uath
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E2
2_fn3E 3 + 2_fn_q3,2A F _ n2AFI
.J
E3 E4A F
+ 2wfn3_3 4A F n 3 n4AFJ
+
+ 2_fn3n3 4A S
E 2A S]n2AS
3 n4A S
19)Lr
"E4A s E 3 ]2wfnJ4AsE4A S + 2wfn4AS, 3 n4AS _ ,= 0
0
The equations can simplified if it is assumed that there is
equipartltion of modal energy between AF and AS modes
i._° (20)
for a given set of modes.
by
Then equations (19) can be replaced
2_fn 3E3+2_fn3_3, 2 - +2_fn_3, _ _
2_rfr)_E_ + 2gfn r_ = 0
= 0
1 (24)
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In equation (2!)
PoCoa2
= _q2 3 2_fp2h _ " _,
PoCo_
2_fp h
4
(22)
where 0 2 =
and 0"4 =
n2AF °2AF + n2AS _2AS
n2A F + n2A S
n4AF U4AF + n4AS _4AS
n4A F + n4A S
(23)
For frequencies above the ring frequency of a given plate,
equations (21) are valid since either nAF or hAS is zero. The
approximation is of consequence at frequencies below the ring
frequency, where AF and AS modes exist together. -Further
verification of the assumption is required.
The time-average total energies for the fuselage and trim
panels are
P hoS < > \
_ 2 _ 2 a2'2
E2 ,T2-_f )z
IP4h4S/I <a42>
S 4 = (2wf)_
SubstitutinE in equation (21) gives the ratio
mean square acceleration for the two panels,
of space-tlme
(24)
<a42> P2h2S2 n2,3 n3.,4
<a22_ P4h4S4 (n 3 +n3,2)(n 4 + n 4 3 ) + n 4 n3,4
(25)
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Coupling loss factors are given by equations (5), (6), (9), (22)
and (23) and the relationships
n2 n2,3 : n 3 q3,2
n 3 n3,4 : n 4 n4,3
(26)
Structural loss factor of the trim panel is _4 and the loss
for the cavity is given by 26--/factor n 3
n 3 = $3Co_ 3
2_2fV 3
f < Co/2L 3
: S_c (__
505
8_fV 3
f > Co/2L 3
(27)
where L3 is the distance between the skin and trim, m 3 is the
absorption coefficient for the cavity and S 3 is the area
covered by the absorptive material. The derlvatlon of equation
(27) assumes that the absorption is distributed only over the
cavity surfaces which are not transmitting sound. In the
present study the absorptive material is distributed throughout
the cavity volume.
4.4 Vibration Transmission to Trim vla Frame
Vibration is transmitted from skin to trim by the frame
attachments, although in some cases vibration isolation mounts
may be used to connect trim and frame. For the present study
it will be assumed that there is a rigid connection between skin
and trim and that the connection can be represented by a point
or llne support. Vibration can then be considered on the basis of
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point or llne impedances for Infiinite plates 2-_7/. The
assumption of infinite size for the plates is acceptable
because a finite plate behaves like an infinite plate when
averages are performed over all modes 28/.
Power balance equations for the-system in Figure li(c)
can be written
2_fq4E h + 2_fnhn4, 2
4 n2
= 0 (28)
where E2, E 4 are _;iven b:/ equatCon (,24)
then
<a142> P2h2S2n4.. r114,2
2> = -- ,._ I +
<a 2 P4h/4 4n2 n 11,2 n4 (29)
where ql is the coupling loss factor for the ].Ine suPPort
4,2 "- "
The relationship for n I . .---4,2 can be determlned 27/ from the ?clnt
or line impedance for an infinite Dlate. For a point impedance
(representing a stud.) the input force admittance is 28/
Y = 4ph2 c L
%(3 J
which is real and frequency independent. If there are N studs
or point impedances the coupling lcss factor is
4N (h4c4] (p 2h22 c2 )(P4h4204)
q14,2= ¢_$4 2--_/ (P2h22c2 + P4h4204 )
(31)
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where P2,h2,c2 and P4,h4,c4 are density, thickness and
longitudinal wave velocity for _kin panel and trim respectively.
If the frame is represented by a line support rather than a
point support, the line force admittance Is2_9/
Y£ = Yi(! + i)9, (32)
z _ 1 /[._i/_ - (33)
where Y£ 2oh _2/_h_fc L
The coupling los,_ factor per unit length is then
(n2hll2o]12)(p h 12c 12)
(p2h l c 212 + p h 12cZ 12)
(34)
11] practlce the frame Is attached to the skin eitl_er along
lines when there !s direct rivetting to the skin, or approxi-
mately at points when attached by brackets to strlngers. The
trim may have point attachment through mounts. Thus the attach-
ments are somewhere between point and line idealization. Also
the frame will impose moment admittances which have been omitted
from the discussion.
4.5 Trim Panel Coupl_.!ng to interior Acoustic Sp.a.ce
The coupling between resonant modes of the trim panel and
interior acoustic space can be analyzed in terms of the
acoustically fast and slow modes of the trim. The power flow
equation, representing the system in Figure ll(d) is
-26-
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I Es2wfTlsE s + 2TrfnsD5 _A F n 5
where modal densities n4AF, n4A S are given by equations (5)
and (6), and time-average total energies E4A F, E4A S are given
by equatlon (2_). The time-average total energy for the interior
acoustic space is
E 5 V5
= -- 2 <p 2:>
PoCo 5
(36)
and the loss factor 05 for the interior space can be written as
= CoS5_5
n 5 8xfV 5 (37),.
where a is the mean absorotlon coefficient for the interior space
5
and is distributed over an area A 5. Appropriate values of as for
a furnished fuselage are shown in Figure 4.
If the absorption coefficient is obtained from measurements
of reverberation time T R for the enclosure, the energy absorption
will include transmission out through the walls. This total
absorption coefficient can be=denoted by aT and the associated
loss factor is
c°S5_T (38)
n5T = 8_fV 5
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with _T = 17.6_V_
CoS5T R
(39)
Equation (35) can now be written in the form
0oc2s[ 1<p_> = o _ i O_A F <a + _ <a 2_f2 S s eT _ AF AS _>AS (4O)
If equipartation of modal energy is assumed for AF and AS modes
then equation (40) reduces to
<P_> _o-2C2°o_ S_
Z
S 5
<a2> _2f2e T
(41)
where
n_AFO_A F + n_ASe_A S
_AF + n_AS
from
is obtalned from Figure 8 arid modal densities
O_AF =I' _AS
are calculated from equations (5) and (6).
n_A F , n_AS
(23)
In equation (41) the surface areas S 4 and S 5 are identified
zeparately since conditions may occur where the two surfaces have
to be distinguished. For example if sound is transmitted through
the :_ide walls and not through the floor then S 4 < S 5.
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5.0 NON.RESOnANTPANEL RESPONSE
5.1 TraDsmissiqn _oss
Non-resonant response analysis applies to finite and infinite
panels since the influence of boundaries Is neglected. In the case
of the fuselage skin and interior trim non,resonant response can
occur in modes which are acoustically well_coupled or poorly-coupled
to the adjacent aooustic spaces. The po0rly-coupled modes can be
neglected in practice because they make only insignificant contri-
butions to the vibration and acoustic radiation fields.
The term non-resonant, acoustically well-coupled mode refers
to response in a frequency band which Is higher than the natural
frequency of the mode, where the vibration wave is acoustically
fast. Under these conditions the non-resonant mean square
acceleration resulting from an acoustic plane wave Inoident at
an angle _ can be wrltten 21---/
+ / PoCo
<p_> (p2h2)
(42)
or, for a diffuse acoustic excitation field 2-!I/
I P° c
<a_> 2 1 o
Kp_> (P2h2) 2 _fP2h2
(43)
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The second term in equation (43 ) represents the acoustic radiation
loading of the structure. In many practical cases of structures in
air the rad_atlon loading is small and can be neglected. Then the
non-resonant response is
<a_>
_ 2 (44)
<P_> (Pyhy)
For aircraft structures this is probably true at all freauencies
except those at the lower end of the frequency range of interest.
The mass law represented by equation (43) gives a lower bound to
the response since the addition of structural damping cannot reduce
the response below the mass law value (except in so far as the
damping material adds mass to the structure and increases p2 ).
The sound transmission coefficient, T, is the ratio of power
transmitted to power radia_ed_ From equation (42)
T
3,1 PoCo
(45)
which is the mass law transmission loss (e.g. Reference 30)
From equation (43), the transmission los_ for a diffuse
field is
= loge I + ---\ poCo/
(46)
r
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5.2 Noise Reduction
Considering non-_esonantAvibratlo n only_
equations can be written
the power flow
- + 2wfn = 0
2wfq sE3 + 2wfn 3D3, _[n_ n,] 'n',5 _7 n,
+ 2wfn n _ = 05 Sj_I
2wf_ E
5 5
(47)
It is assumed in equation (47) that there is resonant response
of the cavity. Now the noise reduction is
NR = I0 log !0 log _(48)
From equation (_7)
NR = I0 log
I( tq .n v ]
i + ----L)(1+ ---_,1+ _ --_
V
n3_l T'is, l _3j1 5
(49)
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The coupling loss factor can be expressed in terms of the trans-
mission coefficients 2_6/
C S_T_ .
n3, I = _fV 3
COS4T3 i
.. ._5
3,5 - 8_ fV 5
(5o)
Also the loss factor for the interior acoustic space is
CoS5_ 5
a5 = 8WfV 5
(37)
Price and Crocker 26/ show that the loss factor for the cavity is
3
S O
3 0 3
S c _
3 o 3
= 8_fV
3
f < c/2L 3 ¢
F > c/2L 3
(27)
which can be written as n 3 =
S3Coe 3
2_fV 3
(51)
where = _ when f<Co/2L 3
= 4 when f>Co/2L 3
(52)
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Combining equations (27)p (37), (49) _ (52), the non'resonant
noise reduction is
NR = i0 _Oglo_
' )(I + _-/--) +. dB
£ T T
3_1 3_5
(52)
where it has been assumed that
s2 = s3 = s4 = s5
If it is assumed that S 4 ¥ S
NR = I0 lOgl0[(
5_ then the noise redu_tlon is
'1- (_ S 5 ,eL S 5 _ .I + -2E--/--3)(1T -_ _._'-L)s ÷ _2"_T,,, dB_. (53)
Values for the transmission loss coefficients are obtained
from equations (45) or (46). Absorption coefficients are calcu-
lated from available data or obtained from reverberation time
measurements (equation (39)).
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6.0 COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS
It is always desirable to validate an analytical model by
comparison with measurements on the corresponding practical system.
In the pre:_ent case, such comparisons are difficult because the
publ_:;hed data are very sparse. For example, since no vibration
data are available for trim panels, it is not possible to
evaluate the individual model components which describe acoustic
and vibration transmi_slon from fuselage skin to trim. Also it
is not possible to validate the model component which predicts
radiation into the interior space from trim vibration. This
leaves only two possible comparisons between theory and experi-
ment:
(a) fuselage skin response to acoustic excitation
(b) noise reduction for the total sidewall system.
Both comparisons have their limitations, which will be discussed
in the following cections,
6.1 Fuselage Skin Vibration
The specific interest is the evaluation of equations (15)
and (16) by comparison with measurements on a typical airplane
fuselage. Measurements of skin response to turbulent boundary
layer and jet noise excitation have been reported 18_24/ and one
of the cases studied was that of jet noise excitation at take-
off when the fuselage was unpressurized. This corresponds to the
model used in the analysis. In particular, Figure 7(b) of
Reference 24 shows the acceleration power spectral density
function for a panel center point, in terms of unit excitation.
The spectrum curve is reproduced in Figure 12. Measurements were
made in a relatively narrow frequency bandwidth of 2.9%. As a
consequence, the spectrum has an irregular shape which will not
be reproduced by the analysis where _patial averaging is per-
formed over the panel area and over a relatively wide frequency
bandwidth.
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Relevant parameters for the fuselage structure are _/'.
skin thickness : 0.09 cm
doublerthickness: 0.09 cm
strlnger pitch : 23.4 cm
frame pltch : 50.8 cm
fuselage radius : 1.8 m
(0.036 inch)
(0.036 inch)
(9.2 inches)
(20 inches)
(74 inches)
Only one value of structural damping is given in the references 18/
Here a loss factor of 0.08 is assumed for all frequencies.
Based on the data, the important frequencies are calculated
to be:
ring frequency f = 450 Hz
r
critical frequency fc = 11,620 Hz
fundamental frequency of pane] fl,1 = 90 Hz
In the last case, the natural frequency of the panel Is calculated
on the basis of a rectangular panel, which Is simply supported at
the stringer and frames. The critical frequency is calculated
assuming that the mass of the doubler is uniformly distributed
over the panel area.
From the above data, it is seen that resonant acoustically
slow modes will be present throughout the frequency range of
interest (100-5000 Hz) but that acoustically fast modes occur
only at frequencies below 450 Hz. Use of equations (15) and (16)
for frequency ranges fc>f>fr and f>fr gives the calculated
response spectrum shown in Figure 12. In view of the approxima-
tions involved, the agreement between theory and experiment is
good. One important potential source of error arises because the
excitation and response were not measured at the same location 24_/.
Since the jet noise spectrum is not homogeneous, the actual pressures
exciting the fuselage will probably differ from those measured.
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A second factor influencing the agreement between measured
and predicted results is the method of measuring the excitation
pressure field, which was done using flush-mounted microphones.
Thus, the measured pressures would Inalude reflection effects not
included in the estimated space-averaged pressure. If pressure
reflection effects were removed from the measured d_ta, the
associated spectrum curve in Figure 12 would increase by up to
6 dB, depending on frequency.
6.2 Noise Reduction for Sidewall
The noise reduction provided by fuselage sidewall and
interior acoustic space can be estimated for resonant and non-
resonant panel response.
Considering first the resonant panel response, the noise
reduction is calculated by combining equations (15), (16), (25),
and (41) for transmission via the double wall cavity, and by com-
bining equations (15), (16), (29) and (41) for transmission via
the frame. The case of vibration transmSssion through the frame
has two alternative methods: one for point supports and one for
line supports.
To estimate the noise reduction for a typical fuselage, the
skin parameters are assumed to be the same as those used in
Section 6.1. In addition it is assumed that the distance between
skin and trim is 11.45 cm (4.5 inches), and that the trim is an
aluminum panel which is 0.04 cm (0.016 inch) thick. The cavity
between skin and trim panels is filled with glass-fiber blankets
contained in plastic bags with a very thin wall. Mean absorption
coefficients assumed for the cavity are:
Frequency (Hz) 125 250 500 I000 2000 4000
Absorption
Coefficient 0.22 0.37 0.82 0.99 0.88 0.63
The cavity resonance mode defined by C£co/2L 3 is 1490 Hz.
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Absorption coefficients for the interior acous$1_ space
are taken to be the mean values for the range shown in Figure 4.
Following the above procedures noise reductions calculated
for resonant response of the panels exceed the empirical data of
Figure 3. The comparison is shown in Figure 13. Estimates for
transmission through the cavity show noise reduction values much
greater than the experimental data. When transmission is through
the frame, the estimated noise reductions are closer to, but
still exceed, the measured results at most frequencies.
The estimates of noise reduction provided by transmission
through the frame show a range of values at each frequency. The
lower bound of the range corresponds to a llne impedance repre-
sentation and the upper bound to a point impedance representation.
Turning to the non-resonant response of the skin and trim
panels, the noise reduction is calculated using equations (46)
and (53). The sidewall parameters are assumed to be the same as
those used in the resonant response analysis, and the mass of
the glass-fiber blankets is added to the mass of the trim panel.
Agreement between measurements and predictions is now much closer
(Figure 14) than was the case for resonant response. The calcu-
lated noise reduction spectrum lles within the empirical data
range except at low frequencies, well below the fuselage ring
frequency. At these frequencies stiffness effects, not included
in the non-resonant response calculations, will become dominant,
and the assumptions implicit in the non-resonant response equa-
tions will no longer be valid.
Some caution has to be observed in interpreting the compari-
sons in too great a detail. Since the empirical data are sparse
_nd were obtained under conditions which are not well defined, it
is appropriate to consider the comparisons in Figures 13 and 14
as being only order of magnitude comparisons until further evi-
dence is available.
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7.0 PREDICTION OF STOL INTERIOR NOISE
Several high-lift propulsion STOL aircraft configurations
are currently of interest to NASA, the Air Force, and the air-
craft industry. Herein we use the preliminary results of this
study, and small-scale test data obtained by BBN under NASA
contract, to estimate the interior noise for a STOL aircraft
employing one of the hlgh-lift configurations of current interest,
i.e., over-the-wing blowing (OWB). For this configuration,
the engine exhaust gas exits from a nozzle positioned on top
of the wing; the Cuanda effect turns the exhaust gas down over
the flaps. OWB offers the potential acoustic advantage that
the wing shields the core engine noise from the community and,
in the case of a high-wing aircraft, from most of the aircraft
fuselage. Unfortunately the flow of the turbulence in the Jet
exhaust over the trailing edge of the flap generates additional
low-frequency noise.
Consider a high-wing USB aircraft powered with two QCSEE-
engines.
Table I - QCSEE Engine Parameters
Thrust per engine
Fan pressure ratio
Mixed Jet velocity
Mixed Jet temperature
Mixed Jet diameter
21,000 Ibs
i. 35
800 ft/sec
680°R
5.7 ft
To predict the interior noise of this aircraft during takeoff
and landing, we consider three interior noise sources which
are not generally important for conventionalaircraft: (1) sound
generated by the interaction of the Jet exhaust with the flap,
(2) excitation of the fuselage by the turbulence fluctuations
in the Jet exhaust, and (c) fuselage vibrations transmitted
from the flap and wing structure. We do not consider here
conventional sources of Jet aircraft interior noise such as:
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turbomachinery, auxiliaries, and Jet exhaust at takeoff or
turbulent boundary excitation of the cabin during cruise_
7.1 Prediction of Exterior Sound and Aerodynam!c Pressure
Spectra
The estimated aircraft exterior adoustlc and aerodynamic
fluctuating pressure spectra for the two-englne USB aircraft
are shown in Fig. 15. These estimates were deduced from BBN
1/15 scale cold flow model data. 31--/ The scaling relations
used to estimate the QCSEE-powered aircraft pressure levels
shown in Fig. 15 are given by Eqs. 54 through 56 in which
SPL and APL refer to the octave band sound-pressure-levels
and aerodynamic-pressure-levels resp+ectively and f refers
to the frequency at which the peaks in the spectra occur.
SPLM kvM]\RQ]
ApLM L\N]k%
(54)
(55)
(56)
In these equations the subscript Q refers to the QCSEE-powered
configuration, M to the model configuratlon, p to the mixed
Jet density, A to the mixed flow nozzle area, V to the mixed
flow exit velocity, R to the distance from the measurement
point to the flap trailing edge, and h the nozzle height or
diameter.
For comparison, we have used three other sources of basic
data to estimate these acoustic and aerodynamic pressure spectra.
Using the NASA Lewis Research Center dat_ and prediction technique
described in Eel. 32, we estimate the maximum octave band sound
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pressure level 5 ft below the flap at i30 dB. Using the NASA Ames
Research Center data presented in Ref. 33 we estiamte from Eq. 54
a maximum octave band level of 128 dB. These levels are to be
compared with the 126 dB maximum level presented in Fig. 15.
Using the results of two other BBN small-scale experimental
investigations,_---_ we estimate nearly the same aerodynamic
pressure levels as those shown in Fig. 15.
The accuracy of these predictions are dependent not only
on the validity of the base data but also upon the accuracy
of the scaling relations. The aerodynamic pressure and sound
radiated at the trailing edge of the flap depend on the flow
properties at the flap trailing edge rather than the properties
at the nozzle exit plane which are used in the scaling relations
54 through 56. (See, for example, Refs. 36 and 37.) For given
conditions at the nozzle exit, the flow conditions at the trailing
edge of the flap depend on many details: most importantly, of
course, on the attachment of the flow, but also on the ratio of
the nozzle height to the distance from the nozzle to the trailing
edge of the flap, on the ratio of the Jet density to ambient
density, on forward speed, on flap turning angle, and in gen-
eral on flap geometry -- such as position of the fuselage,
fences, etc. We have not attempted to take account of these
details in the predictions presented in Fig. 15
7.2 Fuselage, Noise Reduction
The fuselage noise reduction characteristics used to estimate
the STOL aircraft interior noise are shown in Fig. 16. The
solid curve in Fig. 16 depicts the high-frequency estimate of
fuselage noise reduction calculated in this study utilizing a
model in which the inner and outer fuselage skins were repre-
sented as limp masses and the intermediate acoustic space was
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represented as a resonant cavity Wlth some absorption,
see Fig. 14. In the low-frequency region where the fuselage
stiffness and curvature are important, we have estimated the
fuselage noise reduction for acoustic excitation by the short-
dashed curve in Fig. 16.
.
The low-frequency noise reduction for aerodynamic excitation
of the fuselage is approximately l0 dB higher than that for
acoustic excitation (BBN proprietary data) as illustrated by
the long dashed curve in Flg. 16. The cross-hatched region
in Fig. 16 indicates measured aircraft noise reductions for
acoustic excitation.
7.3 Estimate of Interior Noise
Figure 17 shows the estimates of interior noise for a USB
two-engine aircraft. The interior noise estimates were cal-
culated by combining the predicted exterior acoustic or aero-
dynamic fluctuating pressure levels in Fig. 15 with the appro-
priate estimates of fuselage noise reductions shown in Fig. 16.
The solid curve in Fig. 17 is the estimate of interior
noise due to acoustic excitation of the fuselage. In Flg. 17
thls estimate is compared with data for a range of existing
Jet aircraft, including all seats. The interior noise of the
USB aircraft due to acoustic excitation is as loud or louder
in the low-frequency regime, between 20 and 125 Hz, as any of
the seats on any of the existing jet aircraft. In addition
in a high wing USB aircraft wlth the flaps deployed for takeoff
or landing, almost the entire cabin will be exposed to these
high acoustic levels.
The dashed curve in Fig. 17 is the estimate of the USB
aircraft interior noise if the Jet exhaust impinges directly
on the aircraft fuselage after it leaves the flaps. The dashed
curve in Fig. 17 may be viewed as an upper bound in the sense
that it would be unlikely and impractical to have a substantial
portion of the aircraft fuselage bathed by the Jet exhaust.
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The dashed curve in Fig. 17 may also be interpreted as
an upper bound for the third type of excitation which we have
not considered per se, i.e., excitation of the fuselage by
vibrations transmitted from the wing and flap structures.
The fluctuating aerodynamic pressures estimated in Fig. 15
will excite vibrations of the wings and flaps. There will be
some transfer function relating the vibrations of the wings
and flaps to the resulting fuselage vibrations. If this transfer
function were unity, one would predict that the interior noise
due to this vibration transmission path would correspond to
the dashed estimate in Fig. 17. In general this transfer
function will be less than unity by perhaps 0-20 dB, and the
interior noise resulting from this vibration transmission
path might be expected to lie somewhere between the dashed
and solid curves presented in Fig. 17.
These estimates of OWBaircraft interior noise should be
considered as preliminary, and more refined estimates should
be prepared as more data and design details become available.
However, these preliminary estimates suggest that low-frequency
cabin noise is a potential problem in hlgh-llft propulsion
type aircraft.
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8.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Analysis of sound transmission through a fuselage sidewall
includes both resonant and nonresonant vibration of the fuselage
skin and trim panels. The simple model used in the present
study represents the sldewall system as a double wall curved
in one direction and infinite in the other direction. Stiffeners
in longitudinal and circumferential directions are considered
as point or line supports with no torsional components. Acoustic
absorption is assumed to fill the cavity in the double wall,
and direct structural connections between skin and trim is
provided by the circumferential stiffeners.
The study considered fuselage response and sound transmission
in the frequency range 100-5000 Hz. This range lles below the
critical frequency for the fuselage skin with the consequence
that there is poor coupling between acoustic plane waves and
resonant modes of the structure, except below the fuselage
ring frequency where some resonant modes will be well coupled.
Within the above constraints, the following conclusions
can be drawn for acoustic transmission through the sidewall of
an unpressurlzed fuselage:
(a) Resonant panel response coupled by acoustic transmission
through the double wall cavity provides considerably more
noise reduction than is observed in practice.
(b) Resonant panel response coupled by vibration through the
frames provides less noise reduction than for coupling
via the cavity, but at most frequencies the reduction
is still greater than that observed in practice.
(c) Nonresonant panel response, coupled with resonant response
of the double-wall=cavity, prealcts noise reductions which
are similar to those measured on representative structures.
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(d) At low frequencies, below about 0.5 fr' e_plrical noise
reduction data appear to be independent of frequency.
In this frequency regionpanel stiffness effects are
expected to become dominant and the assumptions of non-
resonant motion will become invalid.
(e) At high frequencies, above the critical frequenc_ the
resonant panel modes will become more efficient radiators
and may control the noise reduction of the sidewall system.
However, because the critical frequencies are high for
typical conventional structures, the sound transmission
at these frequencies may not be important for fuselage
interiors.
The objectives of the study were to analyze acoustic
transmission through a simplified sidewall system. Since the
results of the study show reasonably good agreement with avail-
able experimental data, it is appropriate to extend the analysis
to include additional structural factors and aerodynamic exclta-!
tion. The following recommendations are made for further
studies.
(a) Since low frequencies are likely to be important
in STOL airplanes, the.present analysis should be extended
to lower frequencies by considering response at frequencies
below the fundamental natural frequency of a fuselage skin
panel. There are two aspects to the problem. Firstly the
vibration of an individual panel will be stiffness controlled
and the curvature will be important. Secondly, the motion
of longitudinal stiffeners may play an important role.
(b) Acoustic excitation of the fuselage structure may
be important during flight for some of the STOL configurations.
Thus the influence of cabin pressurization should be studied.
The pressurization will introduce membrane stresses in the
fuselage skin and increase the panel natural frequencies.
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Thus the low frequency response discussed in Item (a) above
will be extended to higher frequencies when pressurization
is included.
(c) In current high speed airliners, interior cruise
sound levels are dominated by aerodynamic excitation from
the turbulent boundary layer. Similar excltatlon will be
very important in STOL airplanes during cruise and there is
the additional factor that exhaust from the high-lift propul-
sive system may impinge on the fuselage skin. Therefore it
is evident that an excitation model describing the aerodynamic
pressure field on the fuselage should be a part of the sidewall
noise reduction model.
(d) Reference was made in the Introduction to studies
of flap vibration under direct inplngement of exhaust gases.
Vibration of this type can be transmitted to the fuselage
structure and then radiated as sound into the fuselage. Noise
transmission of this form should be a part of the overall
analytical model.
-45-
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Appendi x A
Acoustic Absorption Inside Fuselage
Main contributors to the acoustic absorption in the passen-
ger compartment are the sidewall trim panel, ceiling panels,
bulkheads, seats, and rug and pad. The _resence of passengers
w_ll change the absorptive properties since the passengers will
increase absorption but will shield the seats thereby reducing
the acoustic energy absorbed by the seats. The net effect of
the passengers will probably be a small increase in absorption A'I/.
A compartment w_thout passengers will be considered in this
study.
The floor of a passenger compartment is covered with a rug
and pad which provide acoustic ab_orptlon. The effectiveness of
the rug and pad can be estimated from published-data on similar
materials. Such data are listed in Table A.I, and a mean value
for the absorption coefficient is shown at each frequency.
ORIGINAL PAG IB
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Table A.I
Acoustic Absorption Coefficients for Rug and Pad
Frequency (Hz)
Description:
Theater carpet A.___22/
3/8-inch woolpile
A.3/
on concrete
Short uncut woolpile
on i/4-inch
A.I/
sponge
Tufted nylon on
1/_-inch
A.I/
sponge
Average eR
125 200 350 500 1000 2000 bOO0
0.13 0.185 0.39 0.50 0.565
0.08 0.21 0.26 0.27 0.37
0.06 0.13 0.37 0.41 0._6 0.55
0.06 0.i_ 0.34 0.36 0.31 0.37
0.06 0.08 0.13 0.28 0.36 0.39 0.46
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Absorption provided by seats is taken from measurements on
upholstered foam rubber seats covered with woven fabric A.I___/.
Measurements were made in the laboratory using ten chairs so that
shielding effects of adjacent seats would be included. Data shown
in Table A.2 show the absorption A per chair in Sabines. To
S
convert into an equivalent absorption coefficient a s an area Ss
of enclosure wall is assigned to each seat. For narrow-body
fuselages typical of Boeing 707 and Douglas DC-8 airplanes, S is
s
approximately 16.6 sq. ft. and for wide-body fuselages typical of
Boeing 747, Ss = 18.2 sq. ft. Table A.2 shows equivalent absorp-
tion coefficients estimated for each fuselage size and a value
averaged over both fuselage sizes.
Table A.2
Acoustic Absorption Coefficients for Seats
Frequency (Hz)
Description:
Absorption A of
s
unoccupied
seat A'l/sabines
_s=As/Ss Narrow
fuselage
Wide-body
fuselage
Average m s
125 250 500 I000 2000 4000
2.4 2.8 3.5 3.2 2.7 2.6
0.14 0.17 0.21 0.19 0.16 0.16
0.13 0.15 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.14
0.14 0.16 0.20 0.18 0.16 0.15
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Estimation of absorption coefficients for the sidewall and
ceiling trim panels is difficult because of the scarcity of
representative data and the variety of trim panel designs in
current use. For glass-fiber blankets covered with unperforated
vinyl Nichols et al A.4/ measured absorption coefficients shown
in Table A.3. Diaphragm action of the vinyl provides high ab-
sorption coefficients at lower frequencies but the absence of
perforations reduces high frequency absorption. Trim panels which
are more rigid will probab]y provide similar high frequency
absorption but the low frequency coefficients may be lower than
those shown in Table A.3.
Table A.3
Absorption Coefficients for Trim Panels
Frequency (Hz)
Vinyl-covered
glass-fiber
blankets sT
200 350 500 i000 2000 4000
0.7 0.74 0.73 0.57 0.25 0.13
Absorption coefficients for trim panel, seats, and rug and
pad are compared in Figure A.1. The coefficients can be combined
to determine an average absorption coefficient _ for the compart-
ment, where
= ST _T + SR _R + msS S
(A.I)
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In equation (A.I), ST and SR are the surface areas of the
trim and floor respectively, and
s = sT + sR (A.2)
Equation (A.I) assumes that the influence of the bulkheads
is small since the area forms a small fraction of the total surface
area in a typical passenger compartment. If the assumption were
not true a fourth term S_BB aB would have to be included on the
right hand side of equation (A.i) and equation (A.2) would
become
S = ST + SR + SB
From data on typical airplanes
S R = 0.35, ST = 0.65 (A.3)
S S
and equation (A.1) becomes
= 0.65 aT + 0.35 _R + aS (A.4)
Evaluation of equation (A.4), using data in Figure A.I
provides an estimate of the mean absorption in a fully-furnished
fuselage interior. The mean coefficients are shown in Figure A.2
as the upper limit of the hatched area. The lower boundary of
the hatched region in Figure A.2 was calculated on the assumption
that the ceiling panels, which form about 25% of the total surface
area, were non-absorbent and that the absorption coefficients
for the sidewall trim were reduced by about 30% because of the
use of sheet metal or glass-fiber.
Also shown in Figure A.2 for comparison are absorption co-
efficients measured in a fuselage without trim, seats, rug and
pad A.5/ The coefficients were determined from reverberation
time measurements inside the fuselage. Thus, there is one impor-
tant difference between the data for furnished and unfurnished
A-5
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fuselages. In the unfurnished case, the absorption coefficients
represent the net effect of absorption within the fuselage and
transm_sslon to the exterior, whereas, the results for the furn-
ished fuselage are based on reverberant chamber measurements and
represent only the absorption within the fuselage. Transmission
of energy to the exterior could have a significant influence on
the bare fuselage data but, for typical fuselage construction,
the transmitted energy should be small when compared to that
absorbed by the interior surfaces, except at low frequencies.
A-_
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